s an ta & cole collection

®

The spectacles tell the story. Santa & Cole is a company with vision and a strong point of
view. For a quarter century it has been an editor and mediator, bringing to market exceptional furniture, objects and writing on design and winning the Spanish National Design
Award in the process. Landscape Forms is proud to offer Santa & Cole Urban Elements in
North America, the United Kingdom and Asia. These distinctive designs share Landscape
Forms’ contemporary vocabulary but have a vernacular all their own. Minimal, elegant in
their simplicity, and beautifully resolved, they add international spirit to Landscape Forms’
integrated collections of site furnishings for creating a Sense of Place.

bancal
Modular, robust and maintenance free. Bancal withstands adverse weather with aplomb.

neoromantico
The classic metal and wood city bench brought up to date. Elegant and ergonomic.

harpo
Formed steel frame with slatted seats and backs, with a choice of wide aluminum slats or wood slats in
wide and narrow widths that allows distinct aesthetic approaches.

neoliviano
A light and lyrical bench with arms. Strong and versatile, for public and private spaces.

neocombo
Completely contemporary. A slim profile and light presence in recyclable aluminum.

nu
New urban design at its best. As meeting place or resting place, Nu becomes the place to be.

trapecio
Seating in rare form. Two long blocks of Alaska Yellow Cedar offset
to create new opportunities in urban leisure.

plaza
Giant square planters in three sizes bring green to urban streetscapes and plazas.

bicilinea
Curved arms mounted on a rectilinear rail provide strong support for multiple bicycles.
Handsome in stainless steel.

key
A young, cheerful bike rack reminiscent of the handles of old fashioned keys.

tactil
A handy new bike rack for city cycles. Cheerful, uninhibited and very sturdy.

humo, robert
A stainless steel urban ashtray that’s stately but not ostentatious. Strong, high capacity, easy to maintain.
Perfectly dandy. Two simple elements create a flexible and rhythmic decorative edge.

bancal

harpo
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neoliviano

20"d x 17"h x 24"I

20" x 17" x 59"

20" x 17" x 118"

27" x 31" x 24"

27" x 31" x 69"

neocombo

20"d x 17"h x 24"I

20" x 17" x 59"

20" x 17" x 118"

27" x 31" x 24"

27" x 31" x 59"

neoromantico		nu		
28"d x 31"h x 24"I

28" x 31" x 69"

28" x 31" x 118"0

23"d x 16"h x 102"I

plaza		

robert		

bicilinea		

key		

28"d x 18"h x 28"I

60"d x 32"h x 119"I

36" x 32" x 36"

60" x 32" x 238"

48" x 32" x 48"

5"d x 19"h x 24"I

3"d x 23"w x 32"h

We protect intellectual property. SANTA & COLE is
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a registered trademark of Santa & Cole Ediciones de Deseno. The names, brands, and industrial models of the products have been registered in the respective offices.

Product Specifications
b a ncal

Powdercoated steel structure supports seat and back rest. Available with or without arms,
backed or backless in varying lengths. Additional units may be specified to lengthen run.

bicilinea

Polished stainless steel bike rack. Ships in a 10 ft. unit that holds 8 bikes,
or a 20 ft. unit that holds up to 16 bikes.

harpo

Wood or aluminium seat/back in two lengths. Powercoated metal supports backed and
backless bench. Backed bench always has arms, backless is armless.

humo

36" tall stainless steel ash urn, must be surface mounted. Top slides off for easy emptying.
1-1/4 gallon capacity.

key

Steel core protected with a high density red, yellow or grey polyurethane foam.
The silver cast aluminium base is easily embedded.

neocombo

All aluminum bench available backed or backless, in three lengths.
Available freestanding, surface mounted or embedded.

neoliviano

Lightweight, cast aluminum supports, with wood back and seat.
Available in three lengths, in either surface mount, freestanding or embedded.

neoromantico

Wood seat and back, supported by cast aluminum legs and end frames.
Available surface mounted, embedded or freestanding in three lengths (24", 69", 118").

nu

102" bench with round tubular legs and circular base of galvanized or powdercoated steel
support, wood seat and partial backrest. Available backed or backless, with or without arms,
in surface mount only.

plaza

Square wood or powdercoated metal planters with fiberglass interiors.
Stainless steel leveling feet support the 28", 36" and 48" planters.

robert

Stainless steel post supports a curved horizontal alignment strap
which interlocks to form an edging of any length.

tactil

Powdercoated steel, or Corten steel 36" tall bike rack, must be embedded.
Corten steel develops a natural rust patina.

trapecio

Backed seating formed of Alaskan Yellow Cedar. 212" long, supports are galvanized steel,
wood will weather to soft gray. Ships unassembled.

All bike racks meet APBP guidelines.
Visit landscapeforms.com; click Design Tools, Materials/Colors link for standard offerings, including FSC wood options.
Through our marketing alliance with Santa & Cole of Barcelona, Spain, we hold the exclusive distribution rights for their collection in
the U.S., Canada, and the United Kingdom. In turn, Santa & Cole is the exclusive distributor of Landscape Forms products in France,
Italy, Spain and Portugal.
PRODUCT GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE
Santa & Cole Neoseries, S.L., guarantees the composition and the performance features for a period of two (2) years of all the
component’s material that shape the product.
The guarantee covers defects due to product quality. The guarantee excludes defects caused by reasons beyond the normal exposure
and usage of the product.
Santa & Cole compels itself to modify and/or replace the material considered faulty following the present guarantee, without any cost
to the property and in a maximum term of three (3) months up to the fault notification. In case of not accomplishing this term, we
compel the payment of the modifications and/or replacements made by third persons.
This guarantee will enter into force up to the delivery date of the product.
We issue the present guarantee at Santa & Cole Neoseries S.L. in Barcelona, 1 June, 2010.

landscape forms
431 Lawndale Avenue Kalamazoo, MI 49048   800.521.2546   landscapeforms.com

